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Hispanos En
Mision
(210)

¿Cómo Oirán si no hay
Quien los Envie?

El llamado Misionero

Llamados a Salir

Viniendo a las Misiones

Mauricio Rivas
Como responder al llamado de Dios
a los campos misioneros en todo
FMNVOEP%FJHVBMNBOFSBRVFFM
apostol Pablo escucho el llamado
Macedonio y respondio iniciando la
iglesia en Europa.

Ben Escalante
La gran comision de Jesucristo no
es una opcion sino un mandamiento. El IR debe ser una respuesta
obediente de los cristianos Hispanos, para alcanzar a los perdidos
de todos el mundo.

Liber Aguiar
Como en los tiempos Novo Testamentario, los hispanos del Oeste
Americano, estamos en medio de
una diáspora. Muchos son los inmiHSBOUFTEFEJGFSFOUFTQB©TFTRVFTF
encuentran en estas regiones fuera
de su contexto social.

El Desafío Transcultural de
los Hispanos en USA

Students on
Mission
(Upper Room)

From Pew-Sitter to
Disciple-Maker

Missions From A to Z

CALLED TO GO: What’s
Getting in Your Way?

Next Steps – Living on
Mission After the
Mission Trip

How God Opens Doors
for Those Who Want
to Serve Him

Kirk Petersen
Grubby clothes. Tired bodies.
Incredible memories. Kingdom impact. But now what? How do I make
the most of my short-term mission
experience when I get home?

Don Richardson
Come hear how God supernaturally opens doors of opportunity
for those who are willing to walk
through them.

Victor Alvarizares
La importancia de la iglesia local
en no perder la vision de continuar
capacitando hombres y mujeres
para la obra del ministerio de
reconciliacion y enviandolos a
cumplir el mandamiento de Jesus
de ir y predicar el evangleio y hacer
discipulos.

Josh Yates
Worship & Dynamic Speaking: Get a
clear and simple picture of how to
follow in Jesus’ footsteps and make
disciples. This workshop will shape
the way you see and follow Jesus.

Brian Aaby
It’s not just about the short term
trip. God’s Word can and should be
your guide before, during and after
the trip! Come prepared to share
your best practices!

Ryan Fast & Mark Schaufler
Worship & Dynamic Speaking:
Crippling, paralyzing, life inhibiting
fear, but we walk by faith? Hear how
God can use missions to overcome
fear in the life of today’s teenager.

Thomas Nunziato
Que significa para nosotros los
Hispanos vivir la experiencia transcultural y como podemos trasnforNBSMBFOVOBGVFS[BNJTJPOFSBRVF
impacte muchas otras culturas para
la gloria de Dios.

Apologetics &
Philosophy
(175)

How to Disarm
Your Doubts

Where is God When
it Hurts

Why Does God Allow
Evil and Suffering

Can Faith Survive a
Relativistic Culture?

Is Belief in God
Reasonable?

Dr. Brent Strawsburg
This seminar identifies the four
different kinds of doubt and how
to respond and the importance of
striking a balance between faith
and reason. It provides four
practical ways that a Christian
can disarm doubt.

Dr. Brent Strawsburg
This seminar is designed to help the
Christian navigate through the trials
of life. This seminar looks at five
specific reasons why God allows
trials in our lives.

Dr. Brent Strawsburg
The presence of evil and suffering
in the world is a huge challenge
to the Christian faith. This seminar
will help Christians answer this
UPVHIRVFTUJPO

Dr. Brent Strawsburg
This seminar provides tools for
Christians to understand our secular
culture and to answer the claims of
those who believe in relative truth
and relative morality.

Dr. Brent Strawsburg
This seminar provides five compelling reasons for why belief in God is
reasonable. It will also provide ways
to deflect typical talking points like
ŏGBJUIJTJSSBUJPOBMŐPSŏGBJUISFRVJSFT
certainity.”

Arts & Mission
(201)

If God is Sending You,
He Will Equip You

Using a Visual Language
to Express the Gospel

So, What Would Artists
Do On A Mission Anyway?

Art and the Global Church

Using Hip-Hop Dance to
Benefit the Kingdom

Vikki Gasko Green
Once God calls us to a specific
performance ministry, it is easy to
jump the gun in our haste to serve.
Let God use us as He forms the
ministry with us as the vessel.

Anneli Anderson
Art transcends cultural barriers.
Explore what it takes to cultivate
a visual language using color,
texture and symbols.

Michelle Winter
-FBSOIPXUIFBSUJTUōTVOJRVFQFSspectives, skills and experiences
are a valuable tool in evangelism
and discipleship.

Bible Translation
for Life
Transformation
(207)

Learning from the
“Least of These”

Keys to Increase Church
Giving for Mission

David Alexander
Churches are being transformed
through tangible engagement with
Bible translation. Come and hear
stories and explore examples of
church transformation that will
catalyze your church growth
and missions involvement.

Patrick Pang, Barry Arnold,
Mike McDonald
Patrick will show you how to increase your church’s annual income
as you support a Bibleless people
group. Mike and Barry will share
about their churches exciting partnership with the Seed company.

Women in the Life of Jesus
and Bible Translation

Buddhism
(174)

Intro to Buddhism and
Buddhist Worldview

Theravada Buddhism in
S.E. Asia

Dick & Donna Andrews
Overview of the origins, beliefs and
practices of Buddhism with a look
at the various schools of Buddhism
and how they differ from one
another. Will also discuss how
to pray for and talk with
Buddhist friends.

Jim Morris
Sharing the Gospel with Theravada
Buddhists in SE Asia and North
America: the problems, the
principals, and the power of God;
including examples of Buddhists
coming to Christ.

How BAM Works and
Why it is Important

Building Sustainable
Mission Through Business

Larry Sharp
An overview of what is meant by
BAM and 5 reasons why it is an
important involvement for every
21st century believer. Case
studies will be included.

Patrice Tsague
Depending on foreign donations
is not the best way to support
missions. Helping national
entrepreneurs build God-honoring
businesses that are committed to
local mission is. Here’s how it’s
being done.

Universally: It Works
No Matter What

Giving Children the
Big Missions Picture

Gary Strudler
There are things that can connect
you with people of all generations in
every culture, no matter where you
are. Come discover what they are
and try them out for yourself!

Ruth Jordan
Discover how you can help children
understand and engage in God’s
plan to make His name known to
the nations. Receive great ideas,
current resources and helpful
websites.

Business As
Mission
(Fireside Room)

Children’s Mission
Education
(208)
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Mindy Robbins
Mindy will show you from Scripture
how women were involved in
Christ’s Great Commission in Jesus’
day and how they are making an
impact in Bible Translation today.

The Entanglement
Between Buddhism
and the Tradition of
Ancestor Worship
Tin Nguyen
Ancestor worship has been
practiced in Vietnam for thousands
of years, long before Buddhism
came to the land. Their entanglement is an interesting case
for mission to address.

BAM and Church
Planting, and Other
Powerful Partnerships
Bruce Swanson
Church planting is not only assisted
by BAM initiatives, it only happens
with BAM in some situations. Hear
how a traditional missions agency
has gained from including BAM
and a testimony from the field of
a work in progress.

So Many Ways to Start
Missions with Your Kids!

Kim Simmons &
Brenda Winslow
When churches network, the
whole church benefits! Discover
creative missions ideas presented
by children’s ministry leaders from
Corvallis, Oregon.

Michelle Winter
Creative tools for evangelism and
discipleship are often hidden in plain
sight. Often art and culture hold
keys to unlocking and sharing truth.

Marc Roy
While the use of art is in high
demand in today’s youth and
culture, Marc explains how he
uses hip-hop dance to benefit
the Kingdom of God.

Equipping Volunteers to
Help End Bible Poverty

How Your Church Can
Adopt a People Group

Mark Kordic
Learn the nuts and bolts of idenUJGZJOH SFDSVJUJOH FRVJQQJOHBOE
motivating volunteers in ending
Bible Poverty worldwide.

Rakel Thurman & Steve Smith
“The Seed Company will guide you
and your church in adopting a
people group so that, with the help
of a point-person, all members in
each ministry area can mobilize
UIFJSQFPQMFBSPVOEBVOJRVF
translation project!”

Buddhist Missions Penetrate Thailand’s Tribes

Buddhist Perspective on
Suffering

Jim Morris
Ancestor worship has been
practiced in Vietnam for thousands
of years, long before Buddhism
came to the land. Their entanglement is an interesting case
for mission to address.

Tin Nguyen
The Buddhist perspective on
suffering flows from how Buddhists
understand the world. In order to
reach out to Buddhists, Christians
must understand their perspective.

Getting Your Board
Focused

BAM - How and Why it
is Essential

Dave Coleman
Ministries need a governing board
that functions with clear purpose,
great clarity, and strong commitment. This workshop will help you
build all three for the furtherance
of your mission.

John Warton
An overview of how BAM contributes to Gospel mission, with reports
from various political, economic,
and spiritual environments. Best
practices explained, along with
fatal ones.

Wycliffe Bible Translators’
Children’s Resources

Giving Children the
Big Missions Picture

Dorothea Lander
Discover creative, interactive
lessons to educate, inspire and
engage children in God’s work
around the world—most FREE
online. Some attendees will win
sale items!

Ruth Jordan
Discover how you can help children
understand and engage in God’s
plan to make His name known to
the nations. Receive great ideas,
current resources and helpful
websites.
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Cults
(163)

Understanding the Mormon
Testimony

The Restoration

Impossibility of Atheism
Jack Sande
"UIFJTNSFRVJSFTHPCTPGCMJOE
faith while intellectual honesty
points to a living God.

Effectively Communicating the Gospel to Jehovah
Witnesses

From Mormonism to Jesus

J.R. Merilatt
Mormonism teaches there was a
Great Apostasy and that Christ’s
Church needed to be restored.
We’ll examine the claims.

Global Missions 360
(Global Missions
Movement)

Diaspora Ministries

J.R. Merilatt
You often hear “I know the Church
is true.” Do Mormons really know
this is true? A detailed look at their
testimony and how they gain it.

Current Issues in
Missions
(209)

Education in
Missions
(172)

Sex in Missions
Don Johnson
Missionaries have a higher failure
rate in the area of moral purity
than the average person. Let’s
look at the research supporting
these claims and explore some
of the causes.

Mission of Ministry
to the City
Jess Bielman
Warner Pacific has a new approach
in training students for our Urban,
Northwest, 21st century context.
The program has prioritized listening and faithfulness to local spaces.

Tom Engelsman
The majority world isn’t only a
mission field, but a mission force.
What’s God doing around the
world? Implications for N. Amer.
missionaries? What about Multinational teaming?

John Warren
How to separate the Jehovah
Witnesses from the Watchtower
Organization and bringing them
to the real Jesus.

Don Johnson
There are growing numbers of
unreached peoples in Diaspora
pockets in North America. Let’s
explore how agencies and
churches can partner to reach
the nations at our door.

Cape Town CommitmentA Mission Mobilization
Resource

Prosperity TheologyChallenges for the
Global Church

David Bennett
This document from the Third Lausanne Congress (Cape Town 2010)
provides a strategic roadmap for
world evangelization, guiding individuals, small groups and churches.

David Bennett
Prosperity Theology is spreading
rapidly in the Global South. Is it a
rediscovery of neglected Biblical
truth? Is it a heresy? How should
Christian workers respond?

Evangelism as
Missionary
(166)

Breakthrough: Radically
Changed Hearts for Christ

Five Essentials for
Fruitful Evangelism

Evangelism in
Generation Y & Z

Michael Gray
This workshop will examine the
intense spiritual battle that takes
place for souls and the critical
component of ongoing and
directed prayer for breakthrough
in evangelistic endeavors.

Doug Gheman
The Harvest, The Hook, The Heart,
The Home, The Help! We’ll discuss
these essentials (and more) for
building a solid ministry structure
that produces long lasting fruit in
evangelism & discipleship.

Kyle Duba
In a fast paced, media saturated
society, reaching this generation
means speaking a language that’s
understood. We’ll examine how
musicianaries use media and the
arts to capture attention and
share Christ.

Gospel
Movements
(203)

Government & Church
Collaborations

Women Influencing Portland’s Gospel Movement

Churches Serving Schools

James Gleason
How can churches work with
public and government sectors to
transform their cities? Learn from
Leaders of Sonrise Church in
Hillsboro who are living out this
work on a weekly basis.

Insil Kang, Gaby Viesca, Anna
Clithero, Brianna Woods
Learn more about how women are
mobilizing the Church to pursue
justice, love and mercy in Portland
and beyond.

International
Student Ministry
(205)

Easy Steps to International
Student Ministry

Loving International
Students Through Simple
English and Conversation

Islam
(161)

Jesus & Justice
(170)

Paula Parker & Vic Varis
Do you or your church want to
impact the world here at home?
Establish a cross-cultural outreach
on a local campus to international
students. Here are practical
common sense steps to get started.

Persecuted Church in Restricted Access Countries

Tom Downing & Greg Steward
Practical tips for making international student friends through
English conversation in one-to-one
and small group settings that can
lead to curiosity about the gospel.

Intro to Islam

Social Media and the
Millennial Generation
Trent and Christine Rollings
What is the role of social media in
missions today and how is God
using it and the Millennial
generation to reach all nations?
Our creative God is doing it!

Brad Wittaker
This is a look at Mormonism by an
insider, why he left it, and how he
came to the real Jesus.

Sex in Missions
Don Johnson
Missionaries have a higher failure
rate in the area of moral purity than
the average person. Let’s look at the
research supporting these claims
and explore some of the causes.

The 3,000-Year-Old
Missionary Trainer

Teaching English as Mission, Locally and Globally

James Nelson
Recent research on missionary
retention & effectiveness yields
stories & key principles for today’s
servants...surprisingly modeled by
an Old Testament culture crosser.

Michael Bess
Christian English language teachers
have fantastic opportunities for
ministry both here and abroad.
Come explore options for training,
and try some actual TESOL
activities.

Evangelism in School

How to Identify & Exercise
your call as an Evangelist

Ramin Salehi
Schools are fertile ground, but
can be a mission field that is
challenging to navigate. To reach
the next generation with the Good
News, we have to be innovative
and authentic.

Tim Robnett
Who’s an Evangelist? All Christians
or is it a spiritual gift? Discuss life as
evangelist, need for Great Commission, role in Church, how to fulfill
call and develop as an evangelist.

Transforming Oregon’s
Poorest Community

Red, Brown, Yellow,
Black, White...

Brad Ketch
Rockwood contains Oregon’s
poorest, most diverse, most violent
and sickest people. Learn about a
diverse and integrated strategy that
is helping this community heal itself.

Leroy Barber
Leroy will discuss his recent book
that exposes racial divisions within
Christian ministries and offers practical and comprehensive solutions
for promoting diversity.

Evangelism for Those
Without “The Gift”

Confronting Worldview
Barriers

Beginning Relationships
with Internationals

Jodi Decker
Jodi’s first attempt at witnessing was
motivated by the family cat who
meowed at all the right times. She
will share her journey of evangelism
as a lifestyle and lessons learned
about sharing Christ with other
cultures that can be applied to ours.

Carmen Bryant
How do we share Truth with international students whose core values
may be so different? We will examine four worldviews, learning varied
scriptural approaches in order to
shatter underlying obstacles.

Duane Decker, Kerry Sinclair
& John Kimber
How can you serve and love internationals in the name of Christ?
Learn simple approaches to bridging
the cultural chasm, meeting basic
needs such as food, new suroundings, shopping, and more.

The Untold Story
About Iran

Wanted: Jesus Followers
with Muslim Friends

Fruitful Themes in Church
Planting Among Muslims

Dick Papworth
A fanatical Muslim regime is in
power. But an unprecedented
spiritual revolution is taking place.
Why is this happening in our lifetime? The reasons will surprise you.

Nate Scholz
God is calling normal, faithful
believers to befriend Muslims and
invite them to be disciples of Jesus.
If you’re one of them, escape the
isolation and join a Hub
Community.

James Nelson
Eight themes emerge from Interviews with hundreds of workers
who have seen churches emerge in
Islamic heartlands. Be encouraged
and challenged by their stories
and statistics.

Jesus and Justice for
Cambodian Children

Building the New City:
A Communal Approach
to Homelessness

Cindy Kirk, Larry Whittlesey
The School Partnership Network
in Portland is connecting churches
to their local schools with the goal
of moving from partnership to
relationship.

Dilip Joseph
While it is a dangerous venture,
hunger for God is resulting in a
home-grown and local-driven
underground movement that is
thriving in spite of persecution.

Samuel Hakim
Muslims are prepared to answer
you! Is the Church prepared to
answer them? The origins of Islam,
the challenge for us today, growth
and agenda of Islam, Christian
response.

So You’d Like to Make a
Difference in the World
of Human Trafficking…

Anything Good from
Galilee? Reflection on
Welcoming the Stranger

Friendship Beyond Prison
Walls: Circles of Support
and Accountability

Lauran Bethell
A global overview of human
trafficking.The many ways people
are addressing the complex issues.
The discernment process. The
preparation for the challenge.
Resource suggestions.

Rae Anne Lafranz
With the sharp rise in immigrants
risking their lives to reach other
lands, how does our faith experience challenge us to respond to
this situation, globally and locally?

Audrey deCoursey
CoSA unites volunteers with a
sex offender, helping offenders
learn healthy social skills and
neighbors prevent crime, through
the transformative power of faith
and community.

Peter Im
Your children can help bring God’s
Word to the 20 countries with the
most remaining needs for Bible
translation! Interactive kid-friendly
and fun!

Paul Schroeder
At the core of the crisis of
homelessness is a breakdown of
relationships. Learn six “communal
practices” for building community
with people who have experienced
homelessness.

God’s People Effectively Mobilized in Mission
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Missionary Care
(204)

The Home Team Advantage

Working Together
John Jordan
8IBUBSFUIFRVBESBOUTPG
missionary care? Explore how
educators, counselors, churches
and agencies can work together
to best prepare and care for
missionaries.

From Preparation
to Return

Millennials and Missions

Ginny Jenson
The Timbers have their army;
Seattle their 12th man. Global
workers benefit from having a
strong home team, the church.
Consider the challenges and
opportunities for home teams.

Trauma, Grief, and
Depression – Now What?

Finding Your Calling

Wide Range Of Mission
Opportunities For
Mid-Life Adults

Missions in
Mid-Life
(164)

John Bradley
Learn how to focus your passions
and strengths to identify the best
fits with an agency and positions
in that agency.

Dr. Dennis Ahern
What are the changes and trends
in missionary preparation? How
is it being done differently than in
the past, for all generations? What
should we be doing differently?

Dr. Dennis Ahern
Sending mechanisms have changed
for millennials. Learn what is
different and how to prepare
them for overseas ministry.

Lisa Wold
With our workers in more difficult
places, trauma can sometimes be
part of their experience. Learn
what to do and not to do.

Moving From Your Career
Into Missions

Why We As Boomers
Think The Way We Do

Dealing with Family Issues

Tom Adelsman
An interactive workshop demonstrating the wide range of ministry
opportunities for adults desiring
to serve in missions.

Don Parrott
What are the steps we need to take
when moving into a missions role?
What about our church, our family,
our friends, the finances, training,
an agency?

Don Parrott
The changes in our lives at mid-life
affect how we make decisions
about our coming years. We will
identify and examine our thinking
process.

Recruiting People Today

Leader: Lead Yourself First

Dave Dawson
The art and science of recruiting
new people to engage in your
global outreach ministry.

Dave Dawson
'JWFDSJUJDBMRVFTUJPOTUIBUUIF
mission leader needs to struggle
with himself before leading others
into change.

Developing a
Mobilization Pathway

The Mission-Aligned
Church

CJ Hoye
People need a variety of experiences, knowledge, and relationship in
order to fully follow Christ’s mission.
Discover one church’s mobilization
pathway and begin to build
your own.

George Bache
The balancing act of aligning
pastors, structures, people and
budgets to engage in mission.

Your Church in
Partnership with a
Native Community

Native Spirituality and
Dealing with Darkness

Confronting the Barriers
Native Christians Face

Temera Millar/Don DeHart
Native culture and spirituality are
interconnected. Here a Native
Christian’s perspective/response to
confronting dark spiritual powers.

Temera Millar/Scott Markloff
'SPNXFBMUIJOFRVBMJUZUPSBDJTN 
/BUJWFCFMJFWFSTGBDFBVOJRVFTFU
of challenges in Christian ministry.
How does the Church contribute
to those barriers and how can we
tear them down?

Allah vs. God: Do Muslims
and Christians Worship
the Same Creator?

Christian Persecution
and Martyrdom in the
21st Century

The Underground
(Persecuted) Church
Movement in Afghanistan

Samya Johnson
We compare the differences
between Allah and God; also help
Christians see Muslims through
God’s eyes and understand how to
build bridges to lead them to Christ

Matt Tallman
Compare persecution in the early
church and how we can respond
today in the face of growing animosity towards the Christian faith.

Dilip Joseph
While it is a dangerous venture, the
Afghans’ hunger for God is resulting
in a home-grown and local-driven
underground movement that is
thriving in spite of persecution.

Reinventing Missions
for the 21st Century

Equipping for
Breakthroughs

Steve Richardson
Steve and wife Arlene will identify
some common myths about missions and share a case study of their
own “high-impact missionary team”
and strategies they used to reach
an unreached people group.

Ramesh Richard
$PNFIFBSBOEBTLRVFTUJPOTPG
Ramesh, as he shares how he is
BCMFUPUSBJOBOEFRVJQMFBEFSTJO
cross-cultural contexts and see
spiritual breakthroughs.

Ele Parrott
If we go as missionaries, how do we
handle the issues of aging parents,
grandchildren, our own children
and family members who may not
be supportive.

Mobilizing Your
Church for
Global Missions
(202)

The Messy and Glorious
Marriage of Local and
Global Missions

Native American
Indigenous
Missions
(162)

Native Culture from a Native Christian Perspective

Interacting With Your
Native Neighbor

Temera Millar
Assumptions and limited knowledge
have shaped and affected people’s
ability to build relationships and
share Christ with native people.
Learn more about Native culture
from a Native Christian.

Temera Millar
Do you personally know a Native
person? Is there a native community
in your area? Learn about the first
steps in building relationships with
Native people in your area.

Persecution
of the Church
(176)

Suffering and the
Sovereignty of God

Iran: Unprecedented
Revival

Troy Ready
Is it possible that God can mysteriously use suffering to reveal His
love, His sovereignty, and even
to advance His Kingdom?

Bill Sturdivant
Even in the midst of ongoing,
state-sanctioned persecution,
the Church in Iran continues to
grow at an exponential rate.
Come hear God’s amazing story
of revival in Iran.

Pressure Points

How to Find...

Is it Worth It?

J.D. Payne
We’ll further explore some of the
pressure points and global issues
the church is facing today. This
will be an interactive workshop
with plenty of opportunity to
BTLRVFTUJPOT

Don Richardson
1. The right AKA for Elohim (with
comments about using ‘Allah’ in the
Arabic language)
2. Finding the ‘person of peace’
3. Other crucial points of contact
for the Gospel

Don and Steve Richardson
Peace Child author Don and his son
Steve (now President of Pioneers)
will share more of their story and
show the amazing “Never the Same”
video documenting their reunion
with the Sawi 50 years later.

How to Overcome the
Enemy by Releasing
the Gifts of Life

Walking With the
Suffering Church in Prayer

What if I Run into
a Demon?

Praying Like Jesus… for
Your Missionary Friends

Prayer Strategies
for Healing

Karen Fancher
We will seek Biblical guidance on
how to pray for the church in a
DPOUFYUPGUVSNPJM EJTDPWFSVOJRVF
ways that God is working in the
midst of suffering, and intercede
together for the suffering church.

Gerry Breshears
Because demonic involvement is
real, we must develop Biblically
based practical methodologies to
help people find freedom from
spiritual bondage.

Dennis Fuqua
What do missionaries need most?
The effective prayers of the saints!
Come explore the model of Jesus
in John 17 as a pattern to pray for
NJTTJPOBSJFTBOESFRVFTUT+FTVT
made. Align our prayers with Jesus’.

Calvin & Julie Tadema
A prayer strategy comes from
hearing the Spirit and coming into
agreement with the will of God.
Learn prayer strategies that lead to
reconciliation with God in spiritual,
emotional and physical realms.

The Untold Story
About Iran

The Underground Church
Movement in Afghanistan
Dilip Joseph
While it is a dangerous venture, the
Afghans’ hunger for God is resulting
in a home-grown and local-driven
underground movement that is
thriving in spite of persecution.

Reaching Muslims &
Other Groups Thought
Unreachable

Reaching the Unreached
Through Divine Healing

Dick Papworth
A fanatical Muslim regime is in
power. But an unprecedented
spiritual revolution is taking place.
Why is this happening in our lifetime? The reasons will surprise you.

Training/Equipping
Nationals To Reach Their
Unreached People Groups
Mike Maksimowicz
-FBSOIPXUPUSBJOBOEFRVJQ
national evangelists, pastors and
Bible college students to reach
their unreached people groups.
Tech/ Solar “evangel-tools” will
be demonstrated.

Howard Ferris
Muslims, Hindus, Communists,
& other groups may be turned to
Christ because the Gospel penetrates every religious, social,
gender and cultural barrier.

Craig DeMo
This workshop draws from
decades of experience in reaching
the unreached through healing
crusades to Pakistan and Nigeria,
as well as healing teams to China
and Thailand.

Immigration and Mission

Advocacy

Refugee Resettlement

Immigrant Legal Services

Human Trafficking

Jenny Yang
As immigrants form a significant and
growing segment of the American Church, many Christians are
recognizing the need to address our
nation’s broken immigration system.

Kirt Lewis
When refugees (people who have
fled persecution in their home
countries) start new lives in the
64 UIF$IVSDIJTVOJRVFMZ
positioned to welcome them
and help them thrive.

Matthew Soerens
Affordable, competent, accredited
legal services are an urgent need
among immigrant communities in
the U.S. and a growing movement
of churches are responding.

Mark Kadel
Human trafficking pervades our
world today, even here in the United
States. By reducing demand and increasing awareness, the Church can
help abolish modern day slavery.

Plenary Speakers
(Student Center)

Prayer & Spiritual
Warfare
(Choir Room)

Angela Hufford
Explore how local and global
missions can work together in
ways that are practical, productive,
and incarnational to mobilize
your church.

James Autry
When you are under attack, get
over it! God’s intention is for us
to understand: where He rules &
reigns, how He does so, and why
it works no matter what the enemy
does in our family/friends, our
work & our community.

Unreached
People
(165)

Welcoming the
Stranger
(206)

Matthew Soerens &
Jenny Yang
While some Americans, even some
Christians, regard immigration as
a threat, Scripture challenges us
to see the opportunity to “make
disciples of all nations” in our
own communities.

Scott Markloff/Don DeHart
Key lessons and principles for building a successful church/missionary/
Native community partnership in
short term missions.

